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The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) Center for Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS) University and Agency Partnership 
Initiative, or UAPI, brings together institutions dedicated to advancing homeland security education. This effort seeks to 
increase the number and diversity of students receiving homeland security education beyond the NPS campus, accelerates the   
establishment of high-quality academic programs nationwide and provides opportunities for collaboration that create an   
intellectual multiplier effect to further the study of homeland security.
Program objectives
• Support CHDS’ mission to provide graduate-level homeland security education programs and services to strengthen the  
 nation’s security
• Provide a way for UAPI partners to prevent redundant curriculum development and associated costs
• Facilitate nationwide collaboration among educational institutions and agencies as they develop or expand their   
 homeland security programs
• Create synergy to address critical national security and defense research issues
Program Benefits
• Access to homeland security course syllabi, content and educational resources at no cost
• Use of the Homeland Security Digital Library, the nation’s premier collection of homeland security documents
• Communication and discussions with CHDS instructors and staff regarding homeland security education and issues
• Use of an interactive simulation environment where strategies and policies can be tested
• Continuous CHDS review and scrutiny of all Center content to ensure currency and relevance to the advancement of  
 homeland security as an educational discipline
Partners’ Participation
• Commitment to strengthen homeland security education and related fields
• Have an existing or developing strength in at least one discipline or field of study critical to homeland defense and/or  
 homeland security
• Develop curriculum and share the results with UAPI partners and CHDS
• Share “lessons learned” with UAPI partners and CHDS
• Strengthen national preparedness through collaborative online discussions and participation in the                                  
 nationwide education network of UAPI partners
• Offer programs at certificate, associate, bachelor’s, master’s or doctoral levels
• Deliver in-residence, distance or hybrid format programs or courses
Conferences
Semi-annual workshops support advances in homeland security education through faculty development, model curricula
reviews, and regional collaboration.
learn more about the CHDs university and agency Partnership initiative:   
Explore the interactive UAPI website: www.uapi.us
Contact UAPI Partnership Program Co-Directors: 
Steve Recca: sprecca@nps.edu 
Stan Supinski: sbsupins@nps.edu
